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Formation of nat'l fatherland front...

LIBYA changes embassies into People's Bureaus

British MPs Kabul press conference

Soviet aid goods distributed

KABUL, Jan 12, (Tass), -- The So- 

Fierce Fighting reported in el Salvador

Meetings held in support of nat'l fatherland front

British MPs

4 released from custody in Gharni

Sino-Pak contacts sharply activated

Hindus, Sikh compatriots support nat'l fatherland front

Afghan-Soviet Friendship Hall opens

Traders, bandits arrested in Balkh province

British parliamentary delegation at the Kabul International Airport (Photo:-listed)
Safeguarding peace in Europe

Foreign trade as an instrument of equal cooperation

Kandahar Textile Mill to produce 14 million metres cotton fabrics

Violations of human rights in S. Africa

Latest Arrivals Available at BAIHAQI
Editorial

Soviet Revolution belongs to absolute majority

The revolution in the Soviet Union has provided a powerful stimulus to the world's people who desire freedom and justice. The revolutionary spirit of the Soviet people has inspired the people of all countries, and their struggle for liberation is the mainstay of the struggle of the masses of the worlds.

Kandahar Textile Mill to produce 14 million metres cotton fabrics

Kandahar Textile Mill is expected to produce 14 million metres of cotton fabrics in the next year. The mill has been set up with a capacity of 10 million metres per year. The production of the mill will be increased gradually to meet the growing demands of the market.

Foreign trade as an instrument of equal cooperation

The foreign trade of the developing countries is an important instrument of equal cooperation. It is the most effective means of achieving economic development and social progress. The foreign trade is an important aspect of international relations, and it is essential for the growth of the world economy.

HOME PRESS REVIEW

The home press review is an important aspect of the media. It is the most effective means of providing information to the public. The home press review is an important instrument of the democratic process. It is an essential tool for the development of a free and democratic society.

Violations of human rights in S. Africa

The violations of human rights in S. Africa are a great concern to the international community. The South African government has been criticized for its policies of apartheid and discrimination. The violations of human rights have led to widespread protests and demonstrations.

Soviet olympians and children

The Soviet athletes have shown remarkable spirit and determination in the Olympic Games. The Soviet athletes have been able to perform at the highest level, and they have been able to win medals in various events. The Soviet athletes have been able to inspire the young people of the world with their achievements.
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This olive grove has been grown in the Nile Delta, and the olive oil produced is known for its quality.
Honecker: GDR Works for Detente Continuation

The text continues with various articles and stories, including:

- "Screen for escalating US military presence" discussing the US military buildup.
- "Turkmen cultural committee set up" reports on cultural activities.
- "Pravda" on CIA's stepped up activity in Africa.

Other headlines and articles cover topics such as:

- "Law of sea draft convention"
- "Law of the sea draft convention" discussed in the article.
- "Law of the sea draft convention" as a headline in the section.
- "Realisation of housing programme in GDR"
- "Realisation of housing programme in GDR" as a headline in the section.
- "Soviet peace committee delegation visits US"
- "Soviet peace committee delegation visits US" as a headline in the section.
- "Racists blocking road to Namibia independence"